Leaving a Legacy

Funds Honor Professor, Lab Tech

They left their impact on students and colleagues. Now their colleagues and students are impacting their legacy.

Professor Emeritus of Economics Barry Clark and Microbiology Lab Technician Emeritus Larry Trammell, ’71, both died in December. But because of colleagues and students, their legacies will live on.

Colleagues of Clark, who taught economics courses in the College of Business Administration from 1978-2006, have established the Barry Clark Fund to support undergraduate research in economics.

Trammell’s colleagues have added to a scholarship already established in his name to create the Larry Trammell Microbiology Prep Room, to be located in the new Prairie Springs Science Center.

“These tributes recognize two long-time, dedicated faculty and staff members who greatly impacted their respective areas on campus,” says Greg Reichert, vice chancellor of Advancement and president of the UWL Foundation. “It’s truly appropriate to honor them this way.”

Donations are still being accepted at www.uwlax.edu/foundation.

Leave Your Own Legacy

There are many ways to create a scholarship fund to help future generations of UWL students. Please contact Greg Reichert at 608.785.8672 or greichert@uwlax.edu